The Visionary Leadership Award of Honor is awarded to an individual that has made an outstanding contribution in the field of aging through inspirational and visionary leadership.

Nominee’s cumulative, ongoing achievements and positive influence on the aging services field are exemplary and merit recognition by:

- Exhibiting vision and serving as an advocate and/or pioneer in the field of aging
- Mentoring others with inspirational involvement in and positive promotion of aging organizations
- Extraordinary, exceptional and/or unique contribution to LeadingAge Ohio and/or LeadingAge

Application Questions for Visionary Leadership Award of Honor

Q1: Summarize the key points of this award nomination. In a nutshell, what do you most want the judges to know about this nominee? (200-word limit)

Q2: In what ways has the nominee’s leadership been exceptional, visionary, innovative and transformative? Give examples. (600-word limit)

Q3: Describe a time or times the nominee has empowered constituencies and unified individuals and/or organizations around a common purpose. (600-word limit)

Q4: Describe this candidate’s accomplishments in the leadership development of others. What makes this person an outstanding mentor worthy of recognition? Give examples based on close knowledge of the nominee’s achievements as a mentor. (600-word limit)

Q5: Describe, with examples, the nominee’s ongoing achievements and marked influences on the aging services field to the present day that are exemplary and merit recognition. (600-word limit)

Q6: Provide a brief description of the award candidate’s present organization (mission, size, scope of services, persons served). (200-word limit)